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Pants for Real People 

Taught by Tara Perkins, Palmer/Pletsch Educational Associate 

 

In this class you will learn the “tissue fit” method of fitting a commercial pant pattern. Students will fit a plain front pant 

in tissue, then cut out in fabric and fine-tune the fit.  Fitting is done with the pattern tissue over your undergarments. If 

you normally wear pantyhose under your pants, then we will fit over those. You may also wear a leotard or body suit if 

you are more comfortable that way. Some students have worn a wrap robe between the fittings so they don’t have to 

constantly take pants off and on. 

 

SUPPLY LIST 

 For fitting the pattern, my pattern recommendation is McCall’s Palmer/Pletsch #M6901.  

Choose a size closest to your fullest hip measurement. 

 1” non-roll elastic, enough to pin around your waist and a safety pin.  Used during the tissue fitting.  

 “Pants for Real People” second edition by Palmer/Pletsch.  

 Palmer/Pletsch “Perfect Pattern Paper”.  A wonderful tool for tissue fitting, it has 1/8” grids and matches the weight 

of the pattern tissue. Non woven “pattern tracing” material, such as Do-Sew DOES NOT WORK for tissue fitting. 

 tape measure 

 Dritz 1/8” Sewing and Craft Tape or Wonder Tape 

 Ink pen or soft lead colored pencils for marking tissue, 2 colors, 1 blue and another visible color on tissue (no felt 

tips) 

 1-3/8” fine glass-head pins. “Quilting” or large headed pins do not work well, they fall out while fitting.  

 Scissors  

 ½” Scotch brand magic tape (green box).  I strongly recommend the brand name for tissue fitting as there is big 

difference in quality vs. store brands.  Please don’t buy ¾” tape.  A weighted dispenser is very helpful.   

 Cardboard fold-up cutting board with grid markings i.e. “Super Board” (used to hold the pattern down flat for 

altering). 

 

For sewing your pant: 

 Fabric, thread, sewing shears, seam ripper, seam gauge, tailors chalk or a chalk wheel 

 9” zipper, or a 9” invisible zipper if you want the zipper in the back of your pants 

 1/8” double sided basting tape or ¼” wide ”Wonder tape” for installing zipper   

 A Sewing machine, don’t forget; power cord, foot pedal, zipper foot, bobbin.  We may have classroom loaners 

available. 

 Pack a lunch, snacks and beverages since this is a long day and we will need an occasional break.    
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This is optional, but you can get a little ahead if you want by doing the following.  Instructions for preparing your pattern 

for fitting are on page 25 & 26 of “Pants for Real People” 

Here is a brief outline: 

 Highlight the cutting line for your size on the front and back pattern tissue (use colored pencil). 

 Cut out the pattern tissue on that line 

 Using a Blue or other colored ink pen or soft lead colored pencil; draw in the side seam lines, waist seam line, and 

inseam (inner leg) seam lines. These should all be 1”. Center front and center back seam lines are 5/8”, and may be 

marked on the pattern, depending on the pattern.   

 Highlight, using a colored pencil, the dart lines for the size you are using. 

 Use pins to anchor the pattern tissue down on the cardboard cutting table to hold it flat, and using the ½” magic tape, 

tape the center front and center back crotch seams, lining up the edge of the tape along the center seam line (5/8”).   

Look at the picture in the book.  IF THIS DOES NOT MAKE SENSE TO YOU, WAIT UNTIL CLASS TO SEE THE DEMO. 

 

Please feel free to contact me prior to class with any questions.  I look forward to working with each of you! 

 
 

Tara Perkins, Cell: 425-512-7838, e-mail:  tlperkins52@yahoo.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All materials may be purchased at Pacific Fabrics with a 10% discount. Please mention that you are buying 

supplies for this class at the register to receive this discount.  
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